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Abstract 
Under the background of "intelligent court", the integration of artificial intelligence into 
the judiciary is the direction of China's judicial reform. The rapid development of 5G 
technology makes the practice of artificial intelligence intervention in judicial judgment 
more diverse. Based on the analysis of the difficulty of ai in determining the proof power 
of evidence, refining trial experience and realizing substantive justice, this paper 
proposes that AI cann’t replace the dominant position of judges' judicial judgment power, 
but can only be used as an auxiliary tool for judges to judge cases. 
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1. The Need for ARTIFICIAL Intelligence to Intervene in Justice 

Legal artificial intelligence is one of the hottest research hotspots in the industry and academia. 
In the field of criminal justice, the large-scale application of ARTIFICIAL intelligence involves 
almost all stages of criminal proceedings. In practice, ai-assisted sentencing has been widely 
accepted. The so-called ARTIFICIAL intelligence-assisted sentencing refers to the construction 
of legal atlas under the technical support of big data and cloud computing. By extracting 
elements of legal documents, it carries out case identification and model training, and forms 
sentencing algorithm with artificial intelligence methods such as machine learning. On this 
basis, sentencing prediction and deviation measurement can be realized. For a long time, 
China's criminal justice is closely related to national strategy and social change, and the 
situation of "many cases and few cases" forces us to use artificial intelligence to intervene in the 
judiciary to change. In China's judicial practice, some localities have introduced artificial 
intelligence such as digitalization of case documents, online hearing and hearing voice 
recognition to assist judicial trials, and some localities have emerged "assistant judges" with 
reasoning abilities such as verifying evidence, proposing sentencing suggestions and 
generating judgment documents. Judicial artificial intelligence is a combination of scientific 
rationality and the demand for judicial reform. [1] It can be seen that the intervention of 
artificial intelligence in judicial judgment can reduce the burden of judges' litigation and 
improve the quality and efficiency of litigation. However, the intervention of AI in judicial 
judgment should follow legal norms and procedures, skillfully use the procedures and rules of 
judgment, and have the judge's thinking logic, such as determining the facts of key cases and 
applying the rules and thinking of law. Otherwise, the intervention of AI in judicial judgment 
will only make the judgment more and more contrary to the realization of justice value. 

2. The Practical Exploration of Artificial Intelligence Intervention in 
Judicial Judgment 

"Smart Court" is a concept first proposed by the Supreme People's Court in July 2015. It aims to 
apply modern science and technology, deeply integrate judicial trials with modern science and 
technology, and use modern advanced technology to ensure and promote judicial openness, 
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fairness and impartiality, including big data, artificial intelligence and cloud services[2].At 
present, intelligent court has become a hot word in the judicial field of our country, and has 
become a work content of the construction of central and local courts. Corresponding to the 
development of practice, the current research on intelligent court is surging. Since 2015, the 
research literature of "smart court" on CNKI has been on the rise year by year. It can be seen 
that "smart court" is synonymous with the informatization construction of Courts in China. 
Considering that the application of science and technology in judicature has become the general 
trend of China, "intelligent court" has become an important practical exploration of artificial 
intelligence intervention in China's judicial adjudication. In 2016, Zhou Qiang, president of the 
Supreme People's Court, clearly proposed to "continue to deepen judicial openness and 
accelerate the construction of intelligent courts". Subsequently, various places have carried out 
practical exploration. [3] For example, Beijing Court "Rui Judge" intelligent trial system. Based 
on the judicial data resources such as electronic files and judicial documents, it provides 
intelligent judicial services by using artificial intelligence learning and analysis technology and 
legal knowledge atlas to play functions such as speech recognition conversion, legal 
relationship sorting, automatic document generation, judicial suggestions and search hints for 
similar cases. For example, Chongqing courts have established the "Legal Intelligence Cloud 
Center" and the "Case Cloud Center" shared by three levels of courts. The former collects trial 
information of all courts in the city, creates the "Wisdom search" and "wisdom Analysis" system, 
and provides analysis reports and decision-making suggestions for judges' judgment work 
through deep mining and comparison of big data. The latter accepts the typical cases uploaded 
by judges and becomes an important information source for pushing such cases. For another 
example, Guangzhou Intermediate People's Court has promoted the "intelligent review, 
intelligent execution, intelligent service and intelligent management". With the simultaneous 
generation and in-depth application of electronic files along with cases as the core, it has 
promoted the construction of intelligent trial, deepened the application of electronic files, read 
left and write right, searched full text of evidence, called in audio and video evidence, and 
automatically generated documents. Wisdom at the same time, also built the bankruptcy 
system, pushing forward the construction of the wisdom trial launched cases involving Hong 
Kong and Macao authorize witness system, deepen the mobile case office, to send, of board will 
"pilot, and communities in pushing forward the construction of the wisdom to perform online 
execution system built into the whole process, large data monitoring, implement the financial 
management, process node warning, mobile case. Data sharing to achieve "send must reach" 
and so on. Effective development around the court "wisdom" and members of the judiciary 
practice exploration responded to the public for artificial intelligence are involved in the real 
need of the judicial referee, intelligent judicial products help judge to retrieve information, 
guide the judge according to the standard of evidence law collect and examine evidence 
comprehensively, forecast the judgement, generate written judgment, can improve the 
efficiency of the trial, ensure the quality of the case. Artificial intelligence can help judges 
improve the quality and efficiency of their judgments and reduce their litigation burden. 
However, the position of judge will not be replaced by ARTIFICIAL intelligence in the future, 
because the intervention of artificial intelligence in judicial judgment is only at the preliminary 
stage of exploration, and the inherent limitations of judicial judgment make it impossible for 
artificial intelligence to replace judges. 
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3. Limitations of AI Intervention in Judicial Decisions 

3.1. It is Difficult to Determine the Admissibility of Evidence and its Proving 
Power 

At present, artificial intelligence can completely replace part of the basic and transactional work 
of judicial personnel in evidence collection and identification. Artificial intelligence can extract 
massive evidence through screening, verify the evidence chain and preliminarily identify the 
evidence according to the logic judgment of the algorithm. However, the principle of evidence 
adjudication in China has higher requirements on evidence identification, and has legal 
requirements on the authenticity, legality and relevance of evidence. Artificial intelligence can 
identify the authenticity and legitimacy of evidence through data analysis and technical 
identification, but its proof force cannot be programmed into the algorithm of artificial 
intelligence according to unified standards. If the judgment of interest is more related to kinship 
and interpersonal relationship, the judge can only rely on the initiative to identify, according to 
the general cognition of the social public and combined with the specific case to judge and 
decide whether to accept. 
Artificial intelligence can only stay in the preliminary identification stage of evidence, unable to 
organically integrate evidence. Whether the key evidence extracted by ARTIFICIAL intelligence 
is accurate and needs further comparison and appraisal is still judged by judges. This is not only 
because of the technical limitations of ARTIFICIAL intelligence, but also reflects that judges are 
responsible for cases and prudently use judicial power. 

3.2. Judicial Experience is Hard to Refine 
Trial experience is the wisdom of every judge summed up through trial practice. It can be 
divided into common experience and personal experience. Judges can share common 
experience through books and professors, but the personal experience of each judge cannot be 
copied and is difficult to be passed on externally. Because the personality experience integrated 
the judge's own cultural accomplishment, knowledge background, life experience, personality 
habits and so on through years of trial experience precipitation refining and become the judge's 
exclusive trial "magic weapon". However, ARTIFICIAL intelligence can only sort out, analyze 
and summarize the data to get the common case rules or rules, and cannot analyze the complex 
social relations behind specific cases, nor can it further think about specific cases with divergent 
thinking. We solve the judicial disputes is always a person, in the interests of the people behind 
the class differentiation, entanglements, factors and moral emotion, and handling of the case 
was therefore not rigid directly applicable law, but to solve the social relations of repair behind 
the law, to resolve disputes, from the source to solve social contradiction, the construction of a 
harmonious society. This is also required by the socialist rule of law with Chinese 
characteristics. 

3.3. Substantial Justice is Hard to Achieve 
As an important part of human social life, it is impossible for the judiciary to turn a blind eye to 
the application of ARTIFICIAL intelligence technology. On the one hand, the judiciary must 
respond to legal issues raised by AI technology and resolve related disputes; On the other hand, 
there is a need for the use of ARTIFICIAL intelligence in judicial decisions. However, due to the 
artificial intelligence technology compared with the past use of science and technology, with 
the intelligent characteristics of imitation and understanding of human behavior, but their use 
in judicial judgment shall be with the "people" in the action (whether judge or litigation 
participants) interaction, so will change to a certain extent the existing lawsuit mode. 
Substantial justice requires judicial respect and protection of human rights, and includes the 
judge's value judgment and humanistic care in the judgment of every case. Behind the judgment 
is the judge's measurement of interests and consideration of legal principles and human 
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feelings. However, intelligent judges can only achieve "rigid justice", which is cold justice 
without a trace of emotion and care. 
In fact, the biggest obstacle for ARTIFICIAL intelligence to enter the human world is moral 
ethics. The moral compass of society cannot be mastered by machines. In the context of big data, 
people's privacy is becoming less and less, and the boundary between human and machine, like 
conjoined twins, is increasingly blurred. Self-driving cars will record every place you arrive, 
and biological information, fingerprint, voice print, portrait (face recognition), identity 
information and so on May be leaked. And protecting the privacy of victims, perhaps only 
humans can tell the fine line between positive and negative. Ai has never really been able to 
discern right from wrong, empathize with them, or achieve the discretion of judges. And the 
administration of justice should always adhere to the people-oriented approach, and should not 
blindly pursue efficiency and abandon the essence to the end. We should not only comply with 
legal rules, but also take into account moral appeals, and strive to make the public feel fairness 
and justice in every case. Only in this way can we achieve the unity of the legal and social effects 
of judicial judgment. 

4. Artificial Intelligence is Involved in the Functional Positioning of 
Judicial Judgment 

The strong penetration of ARTIFICIAL intelligence in the judicial field has profoundly changed 
the judges' thinking and judgment mode in handling cases, the court's litigation process and 
personnel configuration structure, and fully reflects the court's pursuit of technological 
innovation in realizing the modernization of the judicial system and capacity. However, some 
scholars reserve or even oppose the intervention of ARTIFICIAL intelligence in the judicial field, 
believing that the intervention of artificial intelligence in the judicial field will cultivate the 
inertia of judges, cause frequent occurrence of unjust, false and erroneous cases, and destroy 
judicial justice. Serving judges worry that it may change the trial mode, increase work burden, 
blur judicial responsibility and even replace the main position of judges. 
This paper argues that artificial intelligence is essentially a new tool for human beings to 
understand and transform the world. Its object and technical attributes cannot be tampered 
with. It can be used by human beings and even promote human progress and development, but 
it will not replace human beings as the main body. Based on this, first of all, the intervention of 
artificial intelligence in judicial adjudication cannot replace the case handling of judges, but can 
only provide substantive help in the case handling of judges, and the dominant position of 
judges in the field of adjudication and judgment and discretion always belong to the judges 
themselves. Secondly, the law of the judiciary itself, namely the experience, experience, 
judgment and procedure, requires that ARTIFICIAL intelligence cannot be achieved through 
technological development and improvement, so it is impossible for artificial intelligence to 
completely replace the position of judges. Finally, artificial intelligence cannot replace the 
dominant position of judges' judicial judgment power, but can only serve as an auxiliary tool 
for judges to judge cases. 

5. Conclusion 

Rising of artificial intelligence, intelligent intelligent science and technology and the judicial 
practice is in the referee is the necessity of age, although there is no system there are still many 
questions and clear answer, but the application of intelligence in the judicial referee program 
will greatly enhance the judicial efficiency, effectively ease the judiciary case people less pain, 
is a powerful fulcrum of judicial reform. However, as an assistant of judicial judgment, 
ARTIFICIAL intelligence can do a good job in the practice of building intelligent courts by 
strengthening the connection and collaboration with external systems, the integration of justice 
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and technology, improving data quality and integrating applications. Insisting on people-
oriented and serving the people, judges should strive to adapt to the realistic needs of changing 
roles of judges in the era of ARTIFICIAL intelligence while improving the fairness of judicial 
decisions with the aid of artificial intelligence, accumulate experience, learn and improve 
professional knowledge, and develop toward elitism. 
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